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 ( 455 )

 THE FARAFRA DEPRESSION AND BU MDNGAR HATTIA.*

 By W. J. HABDING-KING.

 The big oases of Egypt?Kharga, Dakhla, Baharia and Farafra?all lie in
 depressions in the great limestone plateau that occupies this portion of
 the Libyan desert. The first three of these depressions and the oases that
 lie in them have all been surveyed by the Egyptian Government; but the
 greater part of the Farafra depression was entirely unexplored in the
 spring of 1912, as the time at the disposal of the Government surveyor,
 Mr. Beadnell, for making this survey proved insufficient, owing to the
 unexpected size of the area to be mapped. With the object of completing
 this survey and of finding, if possible, some small undiscovered oases that
 were reported to exist in this district, I started with a small caravan into
 the desert at the end of March in that year.

 The road left the Nile valley about 30 miles north-west of Assiut and,
 after ascending its western scarp by an easy pass, emerged on to the
 limestone plateau above. This road is known as tlie Derb ed Deri from
 the Der Muhurug near which it starts. It forms one of the branches of
 the Derb el Tawil?or " long road "?which runs from Beni Adi in the
 Nile valley to the village of Belat in Dakhla oasis. In the autumn enor?
 mous caravans come into the Nile valley by this road, bringing the date
 harvest from the oasis of Dakhla ; but at other times of the year it is not
 much frequented. At the end of the second day's march, the Derb ed
 Deri joined the Derb el Tawil. Close to the junction of these two roads a
 third road, now disused, branched off due south. This is said to go to an
 unknown place, called Ain Embares, described as being a well, which gives
 a small quantity of good water, surrounded by a considerable area of scrub,
 in which are a few half-dead palms. It probably lies in the northernmost
 of the small depressions shown in the map in the Royal Geographical
 Society's Journal for February, 1912. Just before Camp V. was reached,
 another road branched off to the west which leads to Kasr Dakhl. This

 road is known as the Derb el Khashabi?or the " wooded road "?from

 the fact that a few small trees are found by the side of it, two days'
 journey from its junction with the Derb el Tawil.

 The sixth camp lay in the centre of the Abu Moharik dune belt, which,
 at this point, was some 7 miles in width from east to west. This belt of
 dunes has been crossed at several points, so its course can be traced with
 considerable certainty. Starting somewhere about the latitude of Cairo
 and running over the limestone plateau in a south-south-easterly direction,
 it enters the depression in which Kharga oasis lies at its northern end.
 There it slightly changes its direction, owing to the wind being deflected
 by the high north and south cliff on the eastern side of the oasis. It runs
 through the whole length of the depression and probably ends between

 Map, p 516.
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 lats. 23? and 24? N. The Derb el Tawil departs slightly from its original
 course in order to pass through a gap between the dunes, which it traverses
 without anywhere touching the sand ; the dunes, so far as could be seen
 from the road, were all of the crescentic form and, in most cases, stood
 isolated from each other.

 Everywhere on the limestone plateau the effects of sand erosion were
 most marked. Natural arches and boulders riddled through in all direc?
 tions by the sand, till they looked like gigantic sponges, were occasionally
 seen. At one place the stone had been cut away by the sand blast, leaving
 the harder boulders that it contained lying isolated on the surface of the
 desert, forming the type of erosion known as " batiukh," or " water melon "
 desert. In places the limestone looked as though it had been roughly
 levelled by a gigantic gouge. This type of desert isknown as " rusuf." At
 intervals all along the route the sand, driven by the furious desert winds,
 has cut the stone into sharp-edged ridges, a few inches in height, which
 are very trying to the soft-footed camels that have to cross them. Owing
 to the prevalence of this " Kharafish " type of erosion on the Derb el
 Tawil, many of the camel owners carry with them a. cobbler's awl, twine,
 and pieces of leather to " resole " the feet of their camels, should their
 natural covering be cut away by this sharp-edged rock. The awl is also
 used for opening blisters in the soles of their camels' feet.

 At the place known to the natives as " Rakham," a considerable area
 of marble was passed?smaller patches of which also occurred at other
 places along the road. Most of the marble was of a grey colour, with
 darker grey lines and seemed to be without cracks. Grey with white or
 black veins and a yellowish stone were also seen. Several patches of rose
 pink marble were passed. It is possible that these stones might repay
 working, as some of them were of fine colour and seemed to have a close
 grain. This was especially the case with the pink stone which somewhat
 resembled the well-known rose de Numidie of the Algerian quarries.

 Some 10 miles beyond the dune belt, the road enters a large tract of
 desert cut up into " Kharashaf "?great ridges of limestone running up
 to 30 feet in height, the deep grooves cut in the sides of which were most
 eloquent testimony to the erosive power of the sand blast. The road
 wound about so much while passing through this area that an accurate
 route traverse was almost impossible. At a low hill?the Gara Bu Gerara
 ?we left the main road, which here turns off towards the east, and followed
 a little-used track which took us into unexplored ground by an easy way
 over the edge of the limestone plateau into the depression below, where
 there were rumours of a ruined town called Bu Gerara. The aneroid gave
 the difference in level between the top of the descent near Gara Bu Gerara
 and the bottom of it as 190 feet, which may be taken as being roughly the
 height of the scarp at this point.

 A short distance beyond the foot of the cliff, Bu Gerara itself was
 found. Only the site of the place, however, remained. During a stay
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 THE FARAFRA DEPRESSION AND BU MUNGAR HATTIA. 457

 here of several days a portion of this was excavated in order to obtain a
 plan of the buildings. During the process, some old coins and fragments
 of glass, metal and pottery were unearthed, which were sufficient to date
 the place as belonging to the Ptolemaic era. It had apparently been a
 small military station, built to protect some wells that had been dug here.
 Its chief interest lay in the clear evidence it afforded of the gradual
 desiccation of this part of the desert. The remains of some palm trunks
 built into the walls showed that at one time water must have been plentiful
 in the neighbourhood ; but though one of the wells was cleared out right
 down to the hard pan?about 10 feet below the surface?to which it had
 originally been excavated, the sand with which the well was filled was
 only slightly damp at the bottom.

 The scarp of the limestone plateau over which we had travelled could
 be seen stretching far away to the westward into the huge depression in
 which the oasis of Farafra lies and of which it forms the eastern boundary.
 To the eastward the view was cut off by Jebel Shushina, which lies on
 the top of the cliff at its edge, so the scarp almost certainly turns some?
 what northwards at this point and forms the northern boundary of the
 northernmost depression shown in the map in the Royal Geographical
 Society's Journal of February, 1913. The importance of this cliff, which
 forms the southern limit of the limestone plateau, appears to have been
 overlooked, for it is the main hill-feature of this part of the desert.
 Starting somewhere to the west of Iddaila oasis, it runs for some 450
 miles?with a break to the north of Farafra?all down the eastern side

 of that depression past Bu Gerara into the north end of the Kharga
 valley, where it turns almost at a right angle before continuing in a north
 and south direction down the eastern side of Kharga to lat. 24? N. and
 possibly further.

 On leaving Bu Gerara the road led us on to the eastern end of a low
 plateau, lying detached from the higher limestone tableland over which
 we had travelled. Some sixteen miles further on it descended by the
 *' Negeb er Rumi"?or " descent of the European " over a precipitous
 cliff some hundred feet high. After another 15 miles an isolated hill was
 reached where, according to native tradition, the treasure of three Sultans
 is buried. The last 5 miles of this road lay almost entirely over limestone
 which also capped the isolated hill. The occurrence of limestone in this
 depression seems to point to the existence of a fault somewhere between
 here and the main plateau. On quitting this camp we left the road we
 had been following, turned off in a north-westerly direction, again crossed
 the low plateau and entered the Farafra depression. The ground in the
 depression consisted of sandy soil with occasional patches of flaky clay of
 a greenish colour with white veins running through it.

 It was several days before the sand dunes which cover a large area in
 the centre of the Farafra depression were seen, as our route followed the
 eastern cliff in order to look for a small deserted oasis which was reported
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 to exist near the point where the Derb el Khashabi crosses the scarp.
 No sign of any oasis, however, was seen. A few miles north of Camp XII.,
 the scarp, which was here much higher than near Bu Gerara, became less
 precipitous and a man on foot would have had little difficulty in reaching
 the plateau. From some high ground here, long bearings were taken to the
 east and west ends of J. Shushu. As it was shortly afterwards lost sight
 of, its position could not be accurately fixed. Like J. Shushina, it is a
 long, low ridge standing on high ground and forming a conspicuous land-
 mark; there can be little doubt that it is identical with J. Shushen of
 existing maps. A few miles north of Camp XIII. the cliff resumed its
 precipitous character.

 The sand-dunes were first seen to the north-west from the road between

 Camp XIII. and XIV., but it was not found possible to fix their position.
 They appeared to be only a few miles away ; but distances over these
 featureless, sandy plains are extraordinarily deceptive when the sun is at a
 high angle. The dunes were not seen again until lat. 27? N. had been nearly
 reached. One or two miles north of this point our route coasted along the
 foot of a " sif," or longitudinal dune with an A-shaped cross-section, about
 60 feet in height. At this point, the dunes gradually merged into the
 sandy desert lying to the east of them, so that it was impossible to say
 where the dunes ended and the surrounding desert began.

 Camp XV. lay in the Kairowin hattia. The dividing line between a
 " hattia " and an oasis is rather vague, and to some places the terms are
 indiscriminately applied. Broadly speaking, an oasis is permanently
 inhabited and cultivated, while a " hattia " is uncultivated and either
 uninhabited or only temporarily resorted to, and may not even contain a
 well. Mere patches of scrub are sometimes called " hattias." Kairowin
 hattia consists of a scrub-covered area some 12 miles from north to south

 by 16 from east to west. Scattered about among the bushes are a few
 date palms, which appear to be trimmed at intervals and give a few dates.
 Potable water can apparently be found throughout the whole area at a
 depth of a few feet, and a number of wells have been dug, to several of
 which the name Bir Kairowin is impartially applied. A few natives
 seem to live here permanently in charge of the camels belonging to
 the inhabitants of Farafra oasis; they live in tents and brushwood huts.
 The camp was pitched close to some conspicuous mounds, covered with
 vegetation, one of which was found to contain buildings, constructed
 partly of rough burnt brick. One small chamber was excavated and found
 to be neatly plastered with mud. The height of these mounds was about
 40 feet, so the buildings were originally possibly towers, similar to those
 found in other parts of the oases and locally attributed to the Romans.
 In places between Kairowin and Kasr Farafra, the chalk floor was not
 covered by sand, and fine specimens of sand erosion in the shape of table
 rocks and chalk " mushrooms " were to be seen.

 On reaching Kasr Farafra, the camp was pitched just to the north of
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 the village. Physically, the Farafaroni, as the inhabitants are called, are
 a much more vigorous race than their neighbours of Dakhla and Kharga
 oases. This they attribute to an admixture of Arab blood. They are
 great hunters and use several most ingenious kinds of traps for catching
 gazelle and small birds. A form of crossbow is also used for shooting
 birds. The plantations were small, but distinguished by the variety of trees
 they contained. A large number of date palms of course are grown, but
 in addition numbers of fig trees, apricots, white mulberries, vines, sweet
 lemons, Mmes, oranges, a few small apples and a large number of olive trees
 were seen. The manufacture of olive oil is one of the main sources of

 income of the inhabitants, considerable quantities of it being exported to
 Dakhla and Baharia oases and, to some extent, to the Nile valley. At
 the northern end of the village was a square battlemented tower said
 by the natives to be of Roman origin. The interior of the tower was
 a perfect maze of small courtyards and breakneck stairs. It is said to
 contain 125 rooms?each family in the oasis having the right to use one
 of them as a store. The building is not inhabited, but is kept locked
 with a watchman constantly on guard over it, and seems to be used entirely
 as a common store house. It was presumably originally intended for use
 as a keep in case of the oasis being attacked. From the top of the tower
 a good view of the oasis was obtained. In addition to the plantations at
 Kasr Farafra itself, a number of other wells have been sunk at different

 places in the floor of the depression, each well as a rule being surrounded
 by a little cluster of palms and forming, in fact, a separate oasis. A new
 artesian well was being sunk at Kasr Farafra at the time of our visit.

 Our next camp was at Ain Sheikh Murzuk. With the exception of
 Kasr Farafra, this appears to be the only regularly inhabited oasis in the
 Farafra group. There are two or three houses here belonging to the
 same family, the total population of the place numbering about a dozen.
 Before reaching Ain Sheikh Murzuk, a single bearing was obtained to
 Ain el Tinin. This place is mentioned by Mr. Beadnell in his report on
 Farafra oasis, but does not, I believe, occur in his map.

 Two miles beyond Ain Sheikh Murzuk, Ain el Agwa, a small oasis with
 a few half-dead palms was passed, and 2 miles beyond another oasis was
 found. At this second well?Ain Khalif?the water was more plentiful
 and the palms were consequently in a healthier condition. Neither of these

 places are shown in either Mr. BeadnelPs map or that of Rohlfs' expedi?
 tion, though they must have been quite close to Rohlfs' route. From the

 size of the palms they appeared to be about twenty years old, so probably
 the wells have been sunk since the time of Rohlfs' visit, but no definite
 information on this point was obtainable. The remainder of the road was
 quite featureless until the scarp above Bu Mungar was reached. The
 descent into the hattia was somewhat difficult, and it was not till long
 after nightfall that the well where the camp was pitched was reached.

 The hattia of Bu Mungar somewhat resembles that of Kairowin ;
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 the vegetation, however, was much more luxuriant, as the water seemed
 to be nearer to the surface of the ground. The number of palms it con-
 tained in particular being well grown and more plentiful than at Kairowin.
 The hattia contains a small mud brick ruin, said by the natives, appar?
 ently with some truth, to have been built by the Romans. It contains in
 addition at least two wells. This place has only been found within the last
 few years. Recently, a prismatic compass survey of it was made by Mr.
 Donaldson, but its astronomical position had not, I believe, been previously
 fixed; this was done the day after our arrival. We left that evening, in a
 tearing sandstorm. We took a more southerly route than that usually
 followed, striking nearly due south over the sand dunes, camped soon after
 the moon set, and starting before dawn next day continued our route
 over the dunes, which stretched as far as we could see to the west and

 south. It was only near their eastern limit that we found any difficulty in
 crossing them. Here were two small " sifs," which gave some trouble,
 as a road had to be scooped diagonally up or down each face before the
 camels could obtain a foothold. When once these had been crossed, no
 dunes were met with until the narrow belt to the south of Jebel Edmondstone

 was reached. These dunes, though of the ordinary crescentic type, were
 of such soft sand that the camels sank into them nearly to their hocks.
 The broad belt of dunes that runs to the west of the town of Mut in the

 south of Dakhla oasis was only seen in the distance, as it does not join
 up to the escarpment near Dakhla. The route traverse was closed on to
 Jebel Edmondstone. From there we went to Mut and, after a short stay
 there to get fresh camels, travelled by the Ain Amur road to rail head in
 Kharga oasis.

 Note on the Map.

 The route traverse was made with a prismatic compass and checked
 by astronomical observations. These positions are given on the map. The
 observations were taken with a 6-ineh vernier theodolite, which was most
 kindly placed at my disposal by the Egyptian Government Survey Depart?
 ment, to whom?and to Mr. Keeling and Mr. Bennett in particular?I am
 greatly indebted for calculating and adjusting the observations. The
 times during the observations were taken with a split second chronograph
 with reference to a half chronometer watch (No. 24) which the Society
 kindly lent me. Unfortunately the watch ran down in Bu Gerara, before
 any observations were taken, so the meridian distance from the Nile
 valley could not be obtained. Observations were taken here after the
 watch had been restarted, and as others were obtained in Kairowin hattia,
 the difference in longitude between these two points could be calculated.
 The watch had a zero travelling rate while being worn in Camp L, and
 kept the same rate between Kasr Farafra and Mut. Fortunately, a long
 compass bearing was very carefully taken from Hameret Wujwaja, near
 Camp VI. (which was astronomically fixed), to a conspicuous point on the
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 western side of Jebel Shushina, as the route between these two points
 was known to be difficult owing to the Kharashaf patch. The relative
 positions of this peak and the camp in Bu Gerara were fixed by compass
 survey. The group was then moved in longitude till the peak was on
 the long compass ray. As the position for the camp in Bu Gerara thus
 found corresponded to well within a minute of the longitude found by
 chronometric meridian distance from Kairowin, on the assumption of the
 zero rate found for the stay in Camp I. and the journey between Kasr
 Farafra and Mut, this astronomical position was accepted. The watch
 ran down in Kairowin after a set of observations had been made. Another

 set was taken when the watch had been restarted, and from these the
 distance to Kasr Farafra was ascertained. A position for Camp II. and
 an absolute longitude by lunar altitude in Bu Gerara were rejected as bad ;
 so, too, were some of the pairs of theodolite observations (FL and FR)
 taken in other camps.

 ACROSS THE CHUNG-TIEN PLATEAU.

 By F. KINGDON WARD, B.A., F.R.G.S.

 Li-chiang Fu, formerly the capital of the powerful Moso kingdom reduced,
 so it is said, by Hunanese soldiers whose mixed descendants now form the
 population of the city, is by no means the pretentious place which the
 designation Fu (since repealed, in the case of all cities save provincial
 capitals, by the present government) would seem to imply, being but a
 small unwalled city on the edge of an irregularly shaped plain, 8200 feet
 above sea-level, and completely encompassed by high mountains. Though
 the original centre of the Moso kingdom, yet pure Moso are, in my expe-
 rience, to be found rather in the neighbourhood of Wei-hsi, above the
 Mekong, than round Li-chiang. Of Tibetan origin, their religion is a form
 of Tibetan Buddhism, but they have their own priests and monasteries.
 The mixed Chinese and Moso people of the city and surrounding districts
 are called by the Chinese simply Li-chiang families, though they still call
 themselves pen-ti (aborigines), resenting the term Moso.

 The quickest but by no means the most favoured route between
 Li-chiang and A-tun-tzu is via the Chung-tien plateau, a route which on
 account of its loneliness and its high passes, particularly that over the
 dreaded Pei-ma-shan, is carefully eschewed by 'the Chinese inuleteers,
 while even the Li-chiang men can rarely be persuaded to go beyond Chung-
 tien. Consequently it is necessary to employ Tibetan animals the whole
 way, waiting in Li-chiang till a Tibetan caravan comes in, or going to
 Chung-tien with local animals, to change animals there?a plan which I
 adopted since for botanical work. Chung-tien was a more favourable
 jjlace in which to be stranded than Li-chiang.

 Making a short stage the first day across the narrow plain and up over
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